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Abstract. In experimental musculoskeletal oncology, there
remains a need for animal models that can be used to assess
the efficacy of new and innovative treatment methodologies
for bone tumors. Rat plays a very important role in the bone
field especially in the evaluation of metabolic bone diseases.
The objective of this study was to develop a rat osteosarcoma
model for evaluation of new surgical and molecular methods
of treatment for extremity sarcoma. One hundred male SD rats
weighing 125.45±8.19 g were divided into 5 groups and
anesthetized intraperitoneally with 10% chloral hydrate.
Orthotopic implantation models of rat osteosarcoma were
performed by injecting directly into the SD rat femur with a
needle for inoculation with SD tumor cells. In the first step
of the experiment, 2x105 to 1x106 UMR106 cells in 50 μl were
injected intraosseously into median or distal part of the
femoral shaft and the tumor take rate was determined. The
second stage consisted of determining tumor volume,
correlating findings from ultrasound with findings from
necropsia and determining time of survival. In the third stage,
the orthotopically implanted tumors and lung nodules were
resected entirely, sectioned, and then counter stained with
hematoxylin and eosin for histopathologic evaluation. The
tumor take rate was 100% for implants with 8x105 tumor cells
or more, which was much less than the amount required for
subcutaneous implantation, with a high lung metastasis rate
of 93.0%. Ultrasound and necropsia findings matched closely
(r=0.942; p<0.01), which demonstrated that Doppler ultra-
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sonography is a convenient and reliable technique for
measuring cancer at any stage. Tumor growth curve showed
that orthotopically implanted tumors expanded vigorously
with time-lapse, especially in the first 3 weeks. The median
time of survival was 38 days and surgical mortality was 0%.
The UMR106 cell line has strong carcinogenic capability and
high lung metastasis frequency. The present rat osteosarcoma
model was shown to be feasible: the take rate was high,
surgical mortality was negligible and the procedure was
simple to perform and easily reproduced. It may be a useful
tool in the investigation of antiangiogenic and anticancer
therapeutics. Ultrasound was found to be a highly accurate
tool for tumor diagnosis, localization and measure-ment and
may be recommended for monitoring tumor growth in this
model.
Introduction
Osteosarcomas are the prominent primary bone cancers in
humans, excluding hemopoietic malignancies. They mainly
affect children and adolescents and are usually highly
aggressive and eventually lethal. The current grading and
staging systems of osteosarcoma are based on a combination
of clinicopathologic features, namely, the histological
appearance of the tumor and its local and/or disseminated
spread (1). Although this kind of malignant tumor is one of
the main causes of death and morbidity, the study of the
biology of osteosarcoma has been limited due to the lack of
suitable laboratory animal models. Animal models provide
important knowledge on the pathophysiological conditions
that lead to a given disease and allow the preclinical
evaluation of new effective treatments. Research using
animal models acts as the bridge between in vitro studies
and human clinical trials. The mouse has become popular in
skeletal research because of the ease with which its genome
can be manipulated and investigated. The rat is also a widely
used model, due to its availability, low cost, easy handling,
easy housing and resistance (2).
The most used technique for the detection of bone
tumor is X-ray examination. However, other techniques
have been reported to characterize bone tumors in animal
models: scintigraphy (3), microcomputed tomography-X (4),
computerised tomography (CT) (5,6) and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) (7). Other new analytical tools are in
development and adaptable to rats: the PET (positron
emission tomography) can be performed with 2-[18F] fluoro-
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2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) or 99mTc-bisphosphonate to
detect metastases (8). Doppler ultrasonography is not an
emerging method, but it is highly regarded by researchers.
Except for a convenient and harmless technique, ultrasound
can be used to visualize and measure cancer at any stage,
including the growth of the primary tumor and the assessment
of angiogenesis in pathological region, even in living body
(9-11).
In vivo studies have also tended in the past to rely on
subcutaneous injection of tumor cells (12). Orthotopic models
are far less common but essential for the true appreciation of
tumor biology and characteristics. Further, there is a need for
an orthotopic model in which the disease course can be readily
followed in vivo, avoiding the need to cull large numbers of
animals to assess and establish significance (13).
Materials and methods
Rats and cell line. Male SD rats, 4- to 5-weeks old, were
purchased from the laboratory animal research centre of
Fourth Military Medical University (FMMU). The rats were
maintained in microisolator cages under specific pathogen-free
conditions. The temperature was maintained at 24˚C and the
animals were exposed to a 24-h circadian rhythm with free
access to water and food. The study was previously approved
by the FMMU Ethics Committee for Animal Research and all
experiments were performed in accordance with sound ethical
principles.
The UMR106 osteosarcoma cell line syngeneic to SD rats
was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC; Manassas, VA). The cell line was cultured in RPMI10% FBS (Sigma) supplemented with L-glutamine (2 mM),
penicillin (100 U/ml) and streptomycin (100 μg/ml) confirmed
to be mycoplasma-free by routine testing.
Preparation for electron microscopy. For observation of cell
morphology, UMR106 cells were attached to a plastic cover
slip that had been coated with 1% poly-L-lysine in water for
15 min. The cells were fixed with 1.5% glutaraldehyde in
0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4, passed
through an alcohol gradient, dried in a Ladd Critical Point
Dryer and coated with platinum in a Plaron SEM Coating
System. The fixed cells were examined with JEOL JSM-35
CF scanning electron microscope (SEM). For observation of
cell intra-cellular structure, cell preparation was fixed with
1.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer, pH 7.4,
for 1 h at 4˚C. The specimens were washed, treated with 1%
osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer and passed
through an alcohol gradient. They were further treated with
propylene oxide and then embedded. The ultrathin sections
were cut with an MT2 Sorvall ultramicrotome and examined
with a JEOL-100-CX transmission electron microscope
(TEM).
Orthotopic implantation technique. One hundred male SD rats
weighing 125.45±8.19 g were divided into 5 groups at
random: Group A (n=20), 2x10 5 cells; Group B (n=20),
4x105 cells; Group C (n=20), 6x105 cells; Group D (n=20),
8x105 cells; and Group E (n=20), 1x106 cells. Then all the
animals were anesthetized intraperitoneally with 10% chloral

hydrate at a dosage of 0.1 ml/30 g live weight and the operative
field was prepared with iodine and draped. Orthotopic
implantation models of rat osteosarcoma were performed by
injecting directly into the SD rat femur with a syringe and
25 gauge needle for inoculation with SD tumor cells.
Respectively, 2x105 to 1x106 UMR106 cells in 50 μl were
injected intraosseously into median or distal part of the
femoral shaft and the tumor take rate was determined.
Detection of tumor volume by ultrasound. After implantation,
tumor size was determined in living body weekly by measuring
the largest and the smallest diameters. Tumor volume was
calculated according to the following formula recommended
by Carlsson et al (14).
Tumor volume (mm3) = largest diameter (mm) x smallest
diameter (mm) 2/2
Tumor measure procedures were performed with
ultrasonography and tumor growth curve was made. For
ultrasound imaging we used a 3.0 MHz real-time scanner of
SSA-550 (Toshiba Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan). We
used a Doppler digital image optimizer (DIO) with adaptive
image processing for high sensitivity. Necropsy was
conducted immediately after death of each tumor-bearing
rat. Lung nodules from metastasis were identifed and
orthotopically implantated tumor was removed for
ultrasound imaging and histological measurement by sliding
caliper. The findings from ultrasound were correlated with
findings from necropsia and the ultrasound imaging
confidence level was determined.
Histopathological examination. Implantation tumor and lung
sections were fixed in buffered isotonic formaldehyde (100 ml
of 37% formaldehyde solution, 900 ml distilled water, 4 g
monobasic sodium phosphate and 6.5 g dibasic sodium
phosphate) and embedded in paraffin. Twenty-four hours
later, samples were immersed in 70% alcohol, stained with
hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) and examined histopathologically
by a pathologist in a blinded manner.
Statistical analysis. SPSS11.0 was used for data variation
analysis. Tumor volumes obtained from ultrasound and
necropsy and expressed as average values ± standard error
were compared using simple linear regression. Survival rates
were determined with the ¯2 test. P-values <0.05 were taken
to indicate statistical significance.
Results
UMR106 rat osteosarcoma cell morphology. Under SEM,
UMR106 osteosarcoma cells had a thick cell coat and fusiform
or triangle shape. Most tumor cells grew adherently and
displayed elongated close needling processes. Ditissimus
mucus wrapped the cell body (Fig. 1A). Under TEM, the
tumor cells histologically demonstrated features of UMR106
with large nuclei, visible nucleoli, loose chromatin and widespread atypical mitosis (Fig. 1B).
Tumor take and lung metastasis rates. UMR106 osteosarcoma cells inoculated in femur had an implantation and
growth rate of 100% on groups D and E and only 5% on
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Figure 1. UMR106 osteosarcoma cells under scan (A) and transmission (B) electron microscope. (SEM x4000, TEM x6000).

Table I. Tumor take rate vs. number of cells implanted in the rat femurs.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Group
No. of tumor cells
Animals
Animals with
Tumor take
Animals with lung
Lung metastasis
implanted (cells)
inoculated
tumor
rate (%)
nodules
rate (%)
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
20
1
5
0
0
Group A
2x105
Group B
4x105
20
4
20
3
15
Group C
6x105
20
12
60
10
50
5
Group D
8x10
20
20
100
19
95
Group E
1x106
20
20
100
20
100
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Figure 2. UMR106 osteosarcoma cells inoculated in femur had an implantation
and growth rate of 100% at 8x105 cells.

group A (Table I). The tumors in groups D and E took on
expansive growth, affecting the neighbouring organs, invading
into cavitas pelvis and even inducing urethra and rectum
compression (Figs. 2 and 3). Doppler ultrasonography
demonstrated a well-demarcated low echo mass accompanied
with a central necrosis and hypervascular property of the
tumor. Thus, the formed UMR106 osteosarcoma was
pathologically classified into a poorly differentiated bone
cancer demarcated with surrounding bony and loose connective
tissue.

Figure 3. Orthotopically implanted tumor demonstrated expansive growth,
affected the neighbouring organs and demonstrated vascularized property.

Tumor volume growth curve. One week after injection, all rats
from Groups D and E developed a solitary nodule. The tumors
expanded vigorously with time-lapse, especially in the first
3 weeks. Then, the tumor-bearing rats presented dyscrasia
and exhaustion. Ultrasound demonstrated a well-demarcated
low echo mass. Tumor size was measured and calculated
weekly post-inoculation. At 24 days post-inoculation, the first
spontaneous death occurred, which was from Group D, with a
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Analysis of the correlation between ultrasound and necropsy
findings. On the spontaneous death day, each inoculated rat
with visible nodules was submitted to Doppler ultrasonography
to acquire the various tumor diameters and obtain the volume
as previous formula indicated. Then the tumor-bearing rat was
necropsied and implantated tumor was removed for histological
measurement by sliding caliper. There were a total of 57 rats
in this comparison process. Simple linear regression test
demonstrated the correlation between findings of tumor
volume (cm3) obtained with ultrasound and necropsy was
positive (r=0.942; p<0.01) (Fig. 5). The necropsy confirmed
ultrasonography findings with regard to tumor volume and
location.

Figure 4. Time-course of orthotopically implanted osteosarcma growth.
Tumor size was measured and calculated weekly post-inoculation. Data
represent mean volume ± SEM (only tumor-bearing rats were counted).

Histopathological evaluation. All of the animals were
submitted to necropsy after spontaneous death in consequence
of the neoplasm. Histopathologically, UMR106 cell line was
a poorly differentiated osteosarcoma, well-demarcated with
surrounding tissue. In almost all cases, pathological tissue
occupied most of the lumps in the leg with large areas of
necrosis and hemorrhagic foci. Microscopically, the implanted
tumor was characterized by fusiform or triangle cells along
nutrient vessels with nuclear pleomorphism, mitoses, bone
invasion and necrosis (Fig. 6).
Most orthotopically implanted tumors formed a peribronchiolar mass with adjacent lung showing signs of
swelling and congestion. Microscopically, the pulmonary
alveolus walls were affected by the neoplasm, with loss of
their normal characteristics (Fig. 7).
Discussion

Figure 5. Simple linear regression test showing positive correlation between
ultrasound and necropsy findings for tumor volume (cm3) (R2=0.887; p<0.01).

considerable tumor volume of 259.4 mm3 (ultrasonography).
Ultrasound demonstrated a hypervascular property of the
tumor accompanied with a central necrosis.
While in Group A, there was only one rat inoculated with
visible nodule, tumor volume reaching 145.3 cm3 at the death
phase (52 days after inoculation). Of the remaining 19, local
nodules were not observed, neither distant metastases
detected in the lungs, as opposed to that commonly observed
with malignant bone cancer in rats or humans. Four and twelve
animals (66%) presented regional tumor dissemination in
Group B and C, respectively, either towards abdominal cavity
or pelvic cavity.
On the whole, all of the tumor-bearing animals died within
eight weeks; the median survival time was 36.28±5.76 days
(Fig. 4). In almost all cases, the tumor occupied most of the
lungs with large areas of necrosis and hemorrhagic foci.

The use of laboratory animal models is an essential component
of preclinical cancer therapy investigations. Implantation of
allogenic tumors are most commonly modeled in nude mice,
whose small size is convenient for most experimental
applications but limits the investigation of more complex
surgical procedures. For these kinds of studies, the nude rat
is more appropriate (15). The nude rat has an autosomal
recessive mutation which results in the lack of a functional
thymus. T lymphocytes and cell-mediated immunity are
markedly reduced and graft rejection is diminished or delayed.
However, the primary disadvantage of the nude rat is its
relative immune competence compared to athymic nude mice.
If researchers were further to explore the immunoprotection or
therapeutical effect of immune system, nude rats do not work.
The rat (SD or Wistar) plays a very important role in the bone
field as well, especially in the evaluation of the immune
system. Scientists are accustomed to select rat as model
animal for bone primary affection or metastases mainly
because of the size of the rat bone allows a better handling
and the interest in evaluating biomaterials or therapeutic
molecules targeting cancer in order to reduce fractures.
UMR106 is an aggressive, poorly immunogenic osteosarcoma cell line, which has strong carcinogenic capability
and a high lung metastasis frequency. It was originally
derived from a rat transplantable osteogenic sarcoma with an
osteoblastic phenotype. In 2001, UMR106 cells were first
inoculated into the tibia of athymic mice by Fisher et al (16).
Inoculated osteosarcoma development was associated with
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Figure 6. Histopathological test with hematoxylin-eosin staining demonstrated
an implanted osteosarcoma (x100). Implanted tumor was characterized by
fusiform or triangle cells (arrow) along nutrient vessels with nuclear
pleomorphism, mitoses, bone invasion and necrosis.

Figure 7. Histopathological appearance of lung metastasis nodules (x40).
Orthotopic implanted tumor on Group D formed a peribronchiolar mass
(arrow) with adjacent lung showing signs of swelling and congestion. The
pulmonary alveolus walls were affected by the neoplasm, with loss of their
normal characteristics.

tibial swelling and lameness, and radiographic changes
included osteolysis and new bone formation. Lung metastases
developed spontaneously. In a previous study, we used the
subcutaneous injection technique to establish tumor-bearing
model, the requirement for implanted cell amount was
considerable (at least at the level of 107). Even worse, the
reproducible stability was not acceptable. If the rats were >3
weeks old, the oncogenic rate was uncertain. Others have
also questioned the subcutaneous inoculation method. Tumor
biology in subcutaneous models remained questionable and
unreliable, and orthotopic models are now the standard (1721).
Cancer development depends upon changes in the
heterotypic interactions between incipient tumor cells and
their normal neighbors. Moreover, once formed, virtually all
types of tumors, including their metastatic outgrowths,
continue to harbor complex mixtures of several cell types that
collaborate to create malignancy (22). The microenvironment
of medullary cavity is more suitable than subcutaneous tissue
in imitating human osteosarcoma surroundings, which
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provides essential conditions for the nodule growth, even
though the detailed factors have not been identified. As a
result, in the orthotopically implanted tumor it is much easier
to present vigorous expanding, invasion and metastasis,
which demonstrates the microenvironment of target organs
acting in inoculated tumor cell progression. For orthotopic
implantation, needle injection is simple and in principle is
suited to inoculate a calculated number of tumor cells that is
critical for controlling tumor growth and size. The results
showed, tumor take rate was 100% for implants with 8x105
tumor cells or more, which was much less than the amount
required for subcutaneous implantation. Additionally,
orthotopic implantation technique reduced the requirement
for target animals' age. In this study, 5-week-old rats were also
available for inoculation, which resulted in the improvement
of animal resistance to circumstance changes or surgical
intervention. In the whole experiment process, surgical
mortality was 0%.
The purpose of these experiments was to establish a reliable
and representative animal model for osteosarcoma, consolidate
the work of previous researchers and our earlier studies. In
the process of trying to establish this orthotopic implantation
method, we observed highly variable tumor take rates and
tumor growth properties. Preliminary experiments showed
observable nodules began to emerge from the groups
inoculated at the level of 105. Based on the experience, we
set five arithmetic groups, with inoculation cell amounts
from 2x105 to 1x106. The results showed, in groups D and E,
tumor cells turned into nodules in 100% of the animals, as
documented by ultrasound within one week following
intraosseous implantation with 8x105 cells or more. If the
amount of implanted cells were not enough, tumor formation
rate was unreliable. From the results obtained in the present
and previous studies, we can infer that the present rat
osteosarcoma model was feasible: the take rate was high,
surgical mortality was negligible and the procedure was simple
to perform and easily reproduced. Studies on immunotherapy
of rat osteosarcoma based on subcutaneous inoculation
models have been published (12,23) and we are currently
using this improved model to assess tumor responsiveness to
allogenic tumor vaccine, a novel immunotherapeutic agent
able to elevate MHC antigens and costimulatory molecule
presentation.
The most used technique for the detection of bone tumor
is X-ray examination. However, the measurement of
radiological tumor size does not account for the amount of
necrosis (a characteristic of most malignant bone tumor) nor
is there any true consideration of the amount of surrounding
vasogenic oedema, making direct radiological measurements
of questionable quantitative utility. MRI seemed to have
considerable predominance to overcome these disadvantages
and could act as the standard technique for in vivo imaging of
these tumors. However, the time and cost aspect of animal
MRI limits most research and the interpretation of data is
limited by the resolution of the magnet. Doppler ultrasound
has been shown to be of such high sensitivity to contrast
agents that even a single adventitia echo can be detected.
Besides, ultrasound is such a convenient and harmless
technique, that increasing number of physicians are selecting
to use it for tumor diagnosis, localization and measurement
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(24-28). In this study, ultrasound was also demonstrated as a
highly accurate tool to visualize and measure cancer every
week, giving high correlation between the average ultrasonography and histology of the tumor volume.
In summary, we have reported a method of producing rat
osteosarcoma in the median or distal femoral shaft of the
immunocompetent rat, using UMR106 osteosarcoma cell line,
which yields excellent tumor take rates and consistent, reliable
growth patterns. This technique is an ideal means of tumor
model establishment also owing to its easier manipulation,
shorter operating time, less blood loss, quicker postoperative
recovery and high survival of experimental animals. The
UMR106 cell line has strong carcinogenic capability and high
lung metastasis frequency. The previous and present studies
both showed, that when the amount of implants was sufficient,
the technique of inoculation was suitable, this cell line was
reliable for tumor model establishment. Simple linear
regression test demonstrated the correlation between findings
of tumor volume obtained with ultrasound and necropsy was
positive. Based on the above result, we conclude that,
ultrasound is a highly accurate tool for tumor diagnosis,
localization and measurement and may be recommended for
monitoring tumor growth in further studies.
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